Interdisciplinary East Asian Studies MA Program
RESEARCH PRESENTATION FORM
OBJECTIVE: Research Competence/Subject Mastery
Evaluation of students’ presentations of their research in at least one of several venues: a professional association
meeting or conference (local, regional, national or international), the Hayes Graduate Research Forum, or the
Introduction to Graduate-Level East Asian Studies course (a mandatory course for all our students every semester
enrolled on campus). The program will compile metrics of students presenting each year based on faculty
observation, written copies of presentation text and slides, and student reporting.
EVALUATION RUBRIC: Research Competence/Subject Mastery
Student Name

Evaluator name

Presentation title

Presentation Date

Evaluation Basis

Oral Presentation

Written materials,
powerpoint

Oral Presentation and
Written Materials

(Please select the appropriate evaluative rating for each criteria below.)
Criteria
Presentation place

Excellent
National/international

Average
Regional

Inadequate/Low
OSU only

Audibility

Very clearly and
consistently audible

Generally audible with
some lapses in volume,
diction, etc.

Difficult to follow oral
presentation

Significance of
research question &
results

Contribution to existing
knowledge & scholarship
clear; significance well
established

Adequate, but relation to
some additional core
literature & concerns
missing, etc.

Scholarly context unclear,
confused, or apparently
unoriginal

Explanation or
definition of data,
events, concepts
clear to intelligent
non-specialist

Very clear

Some use of unexplained
technical terminology

Jargonistic, nature of data
and relevance to inquiry
poorly established, etc.

Presentation logically
developed

Very logical progression
from problem
introduction through to
conclusions

Logic not always clear for
relatively minor points,
problem, data, and
conclusions may have some
mis-match

Generally not very logically
presented or organized.

STUDENT REPORTS:
As part of certification for graduation, students must report all instances of research presentation made in the last
year of their program and must submit all written materials used, including a full text of their presentation, and
supporting materials such as PowerPoint slides, to the East Asian Studies Center, easc@osu.edu.

